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We give a general construction method for strongly regular graphs with q=p<•- 1 >• vertices 
and valency k=u(q-1)/e, where p and e ( ¢2) are prime numbers such that pis primitive (mode), 
and u ( <e) and tare natural numbers. These graphs are of so-called Latin square type (for odd t), 
and of negative Latin square type (for even t). Some of the graphs of the latter type are new. They 
give rise to new two-weight codes. Moreover we show the existence of a partial geometry with 
parameters s=t=5 and cx=2, i.e., a system of 81 points and 81 lines such that each point (line) is 
incident with exactly 6 lines (points), no two lines intersect in more than one point, and any point 
outside any line is collinear with exactly 2 points on that line. (This was the only unknown partial 
geometry with s=t and cx=2.) The point graph of this geometry is a strongly regular graph with 
parameters n=81, k=30, and l=9. Both constructions are based on choosing cyclotomic classes 
in finite fields. 

1. Introduction 

In this paper we describe a construction method for strongly regular graphs 
which produces some new graphs, and a related construction for a partial geometry 
which is also new. Both constructions are based on choosing cyclotomic classes in 
finite fields. 

Although we remind the reader of a few definitions and theorems from 
the theory of strongly regular graphs ( cf. [2]) we shall assume that this theory is 
known to him. We shall also make use of the theory of association schemes (cf. 
[2], [5]), and terminology and a few results from algebraic coding theory (cf. [9]). 

Definition 1. A (simple, undirected) graph r is called strongly regular, with para
meters n, k, A, µ, if r has n vertices and 

(i) r is regular with valency k; 
(ii) if the vertices x and y are adjacent then there are exactly 1 vertices adjacent 

to both x and y; 
(iii) if the distinct vertices x and y are not adjacent then there are exactly µ 

vertices adjacent to both x and y. 

* The research of the second author was supported by the Netherlands Organization for 
the Advancement of Pure Research (Z.W.O.). 
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One easily checks that the complement of a strongly regular graph is strongly 
regular again. We shall exclude strongly regular graphs which are not connected 
since these are trivial. Similarly their complements are excluded. A graph I' is 
described by its (0, 1) adjacency matrix A of size n defined by numbering the vertices 
and taking aii= 1 iff the vertices i and j are adjacent. We quote the following theo
rems from the general theory of strongly regular graphs. 

Theorem 1. If I' is a graph with n vertices and adjacency matrix A then I' is strongly 
regular ifJ there are numbers k, r, s, µ such that Al=kl and (A-rl)(A-s])=µJ. 

(J is the nxn-matrix of ones.) We see that A has eigenvalues k (with multi
plicity 1), r, ands. The multiplicities of rands are denoted by f and g, respectively. 
The following theorem is a consequence of Theorem 1. 

Theorem 2. If I' is a regular graph with adjacency matrix A and A has only three 
eigenvalues then I' is a strongly regular graph. 

In this paper when discussing a strongly regular graph the symbols n, k, 
}.,, µ, r, s, f, and g will denote the parameters described above (r>s). The strongly 
regular graphs constructed in this paper all have the elements of a finite field K as 
vertices, and for these graphs the additive group of K is a group of automorphisms 
of the graph. This allows us to use a theorem of Delsarte ([4]) concerning the rela
tion between strongly regular graphs and two-weight codes. 

Definition 2. (i) A linear code Cover GF (q) is called a projective code if any two 
of its coordinates are linearly independent, i.e., if the dual code C.L has minimum 
distance ~3. 

(ii) C is called a two-weight code if all non-zero code-words have weight 
w1 or w2 (w1<w2) for some w1 , w2 • 

From a two-weight projective code C one obtains a strongly regular graph 
I' by taking the code-words as vertices, and joining x and ji by an edge iff the Hamming 
distance of x and y equals w1 . The verification of this fact is straightforward. We say 
r is associated with C. 

Theorem 3, If I' is a strongly regular graph with parameters n=pd, k, A, µ, r, s, f, g 
for which the additive group of GF (pd) acts as a regular group of automorphisms 
then r is the associated graph of a two-weight projective code over GF (p) of dimension 
d and word length N with weights w1 and w2 given by 

f 
N=

p-l' 
(s+l) n 

W1=---•-
(r-s) p' 

-s n 
W2=--•-

(r-s) p · 

In Section 2 we construct graphs using rank-3 groups. The constructions of 
Section 3 are generalizations obtained by slightly weakening some of the conditions 
imposed in Section 2. 

2. Rank-3 Graphs 

Let G be a permutation group acting on a set Q. The group G has a natural 
action on the cartesian product Q X Q. If G is transitive on Q and has three orbits 
on QX Q then G is called a rank-3 group. If G has even order then each of the two 
orbits 01, 02 different from the diagonal of Qx Q is symmetric. In that case the 
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graph I' with the elements of Q as vertices and the pairs {p, q} for which (p, q) 
and (q, p) are in 0 1 as edges, is a strongly regular graph. Such graphs are called 
rank-3 graphs. To show that a given group of even order is a rank-3 group it is 
sufficient to show that G is transitive and that the stabilizer of a point has three 
orbits ( on Q). 

We sha.11 describe a rank-3 group which leads to a rank-3 graph I' with the 
property that the complete graph on the same vertex set consists of a number of 
(edge-)disjoint graphs isomorphic to I' and such that the union of any number 
of them is again a strongly regular graph. Some of the graphs which we construct 
appear to be new. 

For the remainder of this section let p and e be primes, e > 2 and p primitive 
(mod e). Let tEN and q = p<e-l)t_ Consider the field K = GF (q) and let rx be a primi
tive element of K. We denote the set {rxmelOc:§m-<(q-1)/e} by K(eJ_ We define G 
to be the group of transformations Ta,b,, of K given by 

(2.1) 

It is trivial to check that G is indeed a group. 

Lemma 1. G is a rank-3 group. 

Proof. (i) G is clearly transitive. (ii) {O} and {rxmelmEN} are orbits of G0 • It remains 
to show that the remaining elements of K form an orbit of G0 • Let x=rxm•+i (O<i<e), 
y=rxme+i (O<j<e). There is a v such that ip'=.j (mode) because p is primitive 
(mode). This implies that xPv /yE x<e) and hence there is an aE K<•> such that 
Ta,o,,(x)=y. I 

The strongly regular graph corresponding to G can be defined directly by 
taking the elements of K as vertices and joining x and y by an edge iff x - yE K<e). 
Its valency is clearly k:= (q- 1)/e. 

Example 1. We treat a simple example extensively because it is amusing and also 
as an introduction to part of Section 3. Take p=2, e=3, t=2. Then K=GF (24). 

We find a strongly regular graph with parameters n= 16, k=5, Ji.=0, µ=2. It is 
known that this graph is unique (the so-called Clebsch graph). First we show that 
one of the usual representations of this graph (starting with the Petersen graph) 
can be obtained from the representation above. The sum of the elements of K<3> 
(i.e. l+rx3 +rx6 +rx9 +rx12) is O and no proper subset of K< 3J has zero sum. Therefore 
K consists of 0, the elements of K<3>, and the ten sums of two distinct elements of 
K<3l. Let V:={0, 1,2,3,4} and identify a subset V' of V with {rx.3;\iEV'}. Then 
I' can be described by taking as vertices the subsets of V' with at most two ebments, 
and joining two vertices by an edge iff their symmetric difference consists of one 
or four elements. (The rnbgraph on the ten two-element subsets is the Petersen 
graph.) 

This representation leads to an idea which will be used again in Section 3. 
Let C be the binary code of length 5 consisting of all the words of even (Hamming-) 
weight. Take the elements of C as vertices of a graph and join two vertices by an 
edge iff their (Hamming-)distance is 4. The reader will easily verify that this is equi
valent to the first representation of the Clebsch graph. 

5* 
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We now turn to the problem of determining the parameters A and µ of r. 
What we use is essentially the theory of association schemes but the proof can be 
understood independently. 

In the following A is the (0, 1) adjacency matrix of I'. A character x of (the 
additive group of) K will also be considered as a column vector (with positions 
indexed by the elements of K). 

Lemma 2. If x is a character of K then x is an eigenvector of A with eigenvalue 
t-1 

rx:= z x(ae~. 
i•O 

Proof. Since A=(a:,,7), where aJ<J'=l if y-xEK<e> and ax1 =0 otherwise, we have 
1:-1 

(Ax),.= Z a,.,x(y) = ~ x(x+~~ = rx • x(x). I 
1EK i=O 

Define the character Xi by 
(2.2) X1 (x) = e21tl•Tr(,c)/P. 

It is a well-known fact that each character x of Khas a representation x=x0 , where 
x0 (x):=x1(ax), for aEK. Since the vectors Xa are mutually orthogonal Lemma 2 
gives us all the eigenvectors of A. We now define a relation ~ on the characters by 

(2.3) x' ~ x":~ 3aEK<e> 3vEZ v'xEK[x'(x) = x"(ax9")]. 

Clearly ~ is an equivalence relation. In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 1 
we see that the equivalence classes are {x0}, {x0 !aEK<0>}, and {x0 Ja~O, aE{ K<e>}. 
From (2.3) it follows that equivalent characters belong to the same eigenvalue. These 

I: I: 

eigenvalues are respectivel(:k, rx1 = ~ X1(oce'), and rx.= Z x1 (ix01+i). Observe that 
1-1 1=1 

rx11 =rz,. if P=r:xi, 1 ;t&.j<e. We have shown that A has (at most) three different eigen
values, with multiplicities 1 (for the eigenvalue k), k, and q-k- I, respectively. 
It now immediately follows from the general theory of strongly regular graphs that 
the remaining parameters of I' are given by 

... µ 

t odd 
q-3e+l+(e-1)(e-2) fq q-e+l-(e-2) yq 

e• e• 

t even 
q-3e+1-(e-1)(e-2) fq q-e+l+(e-2) Yq 

e• e• 

r I 8 J g 

t odd 
-l+(e-1) Yq -1-Yq 

k q-k-1 
e e 

t even 
-l+J'q -1-(e-l)Yq 

q-k-1 k 
e e 
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From the parameters we see that I' is a Latin square graph if t is odd and that I' 
is a negative Latin square graph, of type NLr(yq) if tis even (cf. (8), (10)). Since the 
Latin square graphs are known the remaining results in this section are interesting 
for even t only. Therefore we restrict ourselves to the case of even t. 

First we make the following trivial observation. For O<j"~e we define the 
graph ri on the elements of K as vertices, with an edge between two points x and 
y iff x-y=w'+i for some i (so I'=I'e). Then all the graphs r1 are isomorphic and 
furthermore their edges partition the edges of the complete graph on q points. 
(Note that for the parameters of Example 1 this gives us a 3-colouring of the edges 
of K16 without monochromatic triangles, proving the result of Greenwood and 
Gleason (7) that the Ramsey number R(3, 3, 3) is equal to 17 - cf. [13]). We aim to 
show that any union of a number of these graphs is again a strongly regular graph 
(however in general no longer a rank-3 graph). 

Let A1 be the adjacency matrix of r1• Then for any character x of Kwe have 

i.e. Xa is an eigenvector of A-, with eigenvalue k if a=O, r x, if a=ae1-J for some i, 
and rx. otherwise. Let Jc(I, 2, ... , e}. The matrix AJ:= Z A1 is the adjacency 

JEJ 
matrix of the graph I' J on the elements of K as vertices, with an edge between x 
and y iff y-xEal K<e> for some jEJ. The eigenvalues of AJ are, if u:= !JI: 

uk, with multiplicity 1, 

rx1 +(u- l)rx .. • with multiplicity uk, 

with multiplicity q-I-uk. 

Therefore the following theorem is a consequence of Theorem 2. 

Theorem 4. For any Jc{l, 2, ... , e} the graph I'J is a strongly regular graph with 
parameters 

n' = q, k' = uk, 

, u9q-3ue+u2 -(e-u)(e-2u) Vq 
..t = -"'-----------~. e2 

, _ u2q-ue+u2+(eu-2u2) Vq 
µ - e2 • 

, -u+uVq 
r = e , 

, -u-(e-u) Yq 
s =------, 

e 

f' = q-1-uk, g' = uk, 
where u:=IJI. 
(Note that t is even.) In Table I we list p, e, t (even), U< ~ e and the parameters 

n, k, ..t, µ (n-<1000) of strongly regular graphs constructed in the manner 
described above. 
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Table I 

P I e I I I u I n I k I l I µ I Remarks 

2 3 2 l 16 5 0 2 Clebsch graph 

--------------
2 3 4 I 256 85 24 30 rank-3 

--------------
2 5 2 1 256 51 2 12 rank-3 

--------
2 5 2 2 256 102 38 42 new 

----------
5 3 2 1 625 208 63 72 rank-3, new 

Remark 1. The matrices A1 are the adjacency matri_ces of an assoc~at!on scheme, 
namely a cyclotomic scheme (cf. [5]). Using the terminology of association schemes 
would not change the details of our proofs. 

Remark 2. By Theorem 3 we now see that Theorem 4 yields new two-weight projec
tive codes, and hence new I-error correcting uniformly packed codes. By taking 
the complements of the graphs listed in Table I we find the following parameter 
sets of two-weight codes, three of which do not occur in the table of Van Tilborg [12]. 

Table II 

alphabet I word length dimension I w, I W2 I Remarks 
size 

2 5 4 2 4 code of Example 1 

2 85 8 40 48 No. 3 with r= 5 in [12] 

2 51 8 24 32 

2 102 8 48 56 

5 52 4 40 45 

Remark 3. In this section we have required e>2. However, the results also hold 
for e=2, if q=l (mod 4), and in that case we find the well-known Paley graphs. 

3. Graphs and Geometries Based on GF (3d) 

We remind the reader of the definition and some elementary properties of 
so-called partial geometries. 

Definition 3. A partial geometry, with parameters s, t, rx (~ 1), is a finite incidence 
structure (f!i', PJ, I) (the elements of f!i' and PJ are called points and lines, respectively), 
where I is a symmetric incidence relation satisfying the following axioms: 

(i) each point is incident with exactly t+ I lines; 
(ii) each line is incident with exactly s + 1 points; 
(iii) two distinct points are incident with at most one line; 
(iv) if x is a point and L is a line not incident with x, then there are exactly 

rx points X1, ... , x .. and rx lines Li, ... , La. such that xIL;, L;IX; and x1IL 
(i= I, ... , rx). 
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We shall say that x and y are collinear (x~y) if x and y are incident with a 
line L. The following properties follow directly from Definition 3 by counting argu
ments (cf. [2], [11]). 

For a partial geometry (&>, PA, I) with parameters s, t, oc we have: 
(i) v:=l&'l=(s+I)(st+a)/oc; 

(3.1) (ii) b:= j.@j =(t+ l)(st+a)/oc; 
(iii) the graph with points as vertices and edges between 

collinear points is strongly regular, with parameters 
n=v, k=s(t+l), ,1,=s-l+t(oc-1), µ=(t+l)!X. 

Clearly (3.1) gives us a number of necessary conditions for the existence of a partial 
geometry. We are interested in the special case that s=t and a=2. It is easy to 
check that a partial geometry with these parameters can exist only if 

s= 1 (the geometry is a triangle), 
s=2 (the geometry consists of the points and lines of AG (2, 3) from which 

one parallel class of lines has been removed), or 
s=5. 

We shall describe in two ways the construction of a partial geometry with 
s=t=5, a=2 (this geometry appears to be new). 

Construction I. Let p be a primitive element of GF (34). Then y := p16 is a primi
tive 5-th root of unity. We consider the cyclic code C oflength 5 over GF (3) defined 
by: cE C<=>c(y)=O. By the BCH-bound (cf. [9]) this code has minimum distance 5, i.e. 
it consists of 6, 1 and 2. This means that the elements of the set S:= {O, 1, y, y2, Y:\ y4} 

have the property that if a linear combination of elements of S is O it must have 
the form 
(3.2) c1 • 0+x2 • (1 +y+y2 +y3 +y4), 

which, of course, follows trivially from the fact that y is a primitive 5th root of 
unity. We consider &':=the set of elements of GF(81), ~=={b+SlbEGF(81)}, 
and I is the inclusion relation, and claim: 

Proposition. (&',~.I) is a partial geometry with s=t=S, oc=2. 

Proof. (i) Clearly every line has 6 points and every point is incident with 6 lines. 
Since, by (3.2), the differences of pairs of elements of S are all different a pair of 
points is incident with at most one line. 

(ii) For the set of pairs (x, L) with xtL the average number of lines L1 such 
that Li meets Land L1 Ix, is 2. To show that this number is in fact 2 for every such 
pair (x, L) it is sufficient to consider (b, S), bJ.S and to show that there are at most 
2 elements b1 , b2 in S such that band b; are collinear. Now by definition band b1 

are on a line iff b=b1 -bi+b; for some bi and b; in S. This implies that band bi 
are also collinear. If b1 =bi then b= -b1 -b; and then b and b; are on a line, i.e. 
the equation b=b1 +bi-b; leads to exactly two points in S which are collinear 
with b. Clearly b; ,r;b1 • So if bis collinear with three or more elements of S we must 
have two relations b=b1+bi-b; and b=b2+b;-b;_ Now a little reflection shows 
that by subtracting them one cannot obtain the form (3.2). I 
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By (3.l){iii) this partial geometry yields a strongly regular graph I' with 
parameters n=81, k=30, 2=9, µ=12. We have not been able to find a construction 
of a strongly regular graph with these parameters in the literature ( although a con
struction of NLa (9) was announced in [10]). 

In order to understand why this method works and to show a connection 
with the results of Section 2 we consider the following association scheme. We 
take the elements of GF (34) as points and call two elements x and y j-th associates iff 
y-x=P8i+i for some i (l~j~8). In the notation of Section 2 we have taken q=34, 
e=8 (a divisor of q-1) and then x and y are j-th associates if {x, y} is an edge of 
the graph.I'1 , which is no longer strongly regular. We find the eigenmatrix P of 

9 

this association scheme by calculating ~ x (/J8; + 1) ( again using the. notation of Sec-
i=o 

tion 2), for j=l, 2, ... , 8, where x runs over the characters Xi, Xp, •.. , Xp7. Using 
GF(34) defined by /J'=/J+l we found: 

1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
1 4 1 4 -2 -2 1 -2 -5 
1 1 4 -2 -2 1 -2 -5 4 
1 4 -2 -2 1 -2 -5 4 1 

P= 1 -2 -2 1 -2 -5 4 1 4 
1 -2 1 -2 -5 4 1 4 -2 
1 1 -2 -5 4 1 4 -2 -2 

l 1 -2 -5 4 1 4 -2 -2 1 
1 -5 4 1 4 -2 -2 1 -2 

The graph r following from Construction I can be described by: {x, y} is 
an edge iffy-xis the difference of two elements in S. Now S, and hence the set 
of differences is clearly closed under taking third powers, and furthermore all the 
elements {381 occur among these differences. Then from /J16 -1 = /373 it follows that I' 
is apparently the union of I'1 , I'3 , and I'8 • Indeed, if we add the columns of P cor
responding to j=l, j=3, and j=8 we find only three eigenvalues, namely 30, 3, 
and -6 (which are the eigenvalues of I'). 

The discussion above shows that we can generalize the method of Section 2 
as follows. Let p be a primitive element of GF (311). Let e be a divisor of 311 -1. Form 
'the eigenmatrix P of the association scheme on GF (3") (the cyclotomic scheme) 
where elements x and y are j-th associates if y-x=pei+J for some i. If a subset 
of the columns of P has the property that in the sum of these columns only three 
different numbers occur, then by taking the union of the corresponding graphs 
r1 we find a strongly regular graph. In our example above it is obvious that I'4 , 

r 5 , and r 7 together yield a strongly regular graph I'' isomorphic to I', the isomorphism 
being given by , .... p,,, ,EGF (34). By adding the columns corresponding to j=2 
and j = 6 we see that I"':= I' 2 U I' 6 is a strongly regular graph ( of type NL2 (9)) with 
parameters n=81, k=20, 2=1, µ=6. (For a geometric construction of such a 
graph we refer to C12 in [8].) From this discussion we see another generalization 
of the results of Section 2, namely the fact that the complete graph on 81 points 
is the edge-disjoint union of r, I", and I'", and that it is also the union of four graphs 
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isomorphic to I'". Of course, the union of I'2 , I'4 , I'6 , and I'8 is the Paley graph 
on 81 vertices. The union of I'i, I'2 , I'5 , and I'6 is also a strongly regular graph 
with the parameters of the Paley graph on 81 vertices. Both graphs are the point 
graphs of partial geometries with s=8, t=4, oc=4. However the two graphs are 
not isomorphic (we omit the tedious details). The graphs are rank-3 graphs (P. J. Ca
meron, oral communication). Our second construction uses a method similar to 
the method of Example 1 in Section 2. 

Construction 2. Consider the dual code C.L of the code in Construction 1. The 
code CJ- is defined by cE C.L-<=>(c, f) =0. In Table III we list the 81 code-words by 
weight and type, where e.g. type (1, 2, 0, 0, 0) means that the code-word has one 
coordinate 1 and one coordinate 2, and in the same way type (1, 1, 1, 0, O) means 
that the non-zero coordinates are equal. 

Table III 

weight I type I number 

0 (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 1 

2 (1, 2, 0, 0, 0) 20 

3 (1, 1, 1, 0, 0) 20 

4 (1, 1, 2, 2, 0) 30 

5 (1, 1, 1, 1,2) 10 

We define three graphs f, f', f" from CJ.. by taking code-words as vertices and 
joining x and y by an edge inf if d(x,y)=2 or 5, inf' if d(x,y)=4, and inf" if 
d(x, y)=3. (d(x, y) denotes the Hamming distance of x and j.) Using Table III 
one easily checks that these graphs are strongly regular graphs, with the same para
meters as r, I", and I'", respectively. In fact the graphs are isomorphic to these 
graphs. To provide the link with Construction 1 we consider the following descrip
tion of Cl-. Let y be as in Construction 1. Then y is a primitive 5-th root of unity 
in GF (34). Therefore 

CJ. = {(Tr (x), Tr (xy), ... , Tr{xy4))1xEGF (34)} 

(cf. [9] Theorem 3.4.3). Since Tr is a linear mapping we get a geometry isomorphic 
to the partial geometry of Construction 1 by taking the set of code-words cor
responding to the set Sas a line and again translating over all elements bin GF (81). 
This set is 

S = {(O, 0, 0, 0, 0), (1, 2, 2, 2, 2), (2, 1, 2, 2, 2), (2, 2, 1, 2, 2), (2, 2, 2, 1, 2), (2, 2, 2, 2, 1)}. 

Clearly two code-words are adjacent in the graph f, i.e. collinear in the geometry, 
iff their distance is 2 or 5. 
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From Theorem 3 and these constructions we have two two-weight projective 
codes over GF (3): 

Table IV 

word lenght dimension w, W3 

25 4 15 18 
--

30 4 18 21 

As was to be expected the second of these does not occur in the table of [12]. 
The reader familiar with Delsarte's work on association schemes (cf. [5] 

pp. 84-94) will have no trouble checking that the association schemes found from 
Construction 1 and Construction 2 are self-dual. In [5] Delsarte mentioned as an 
interesting example of a pair of dual strongly regular graphs the graphs with para
meters n=243, k=22, A= I, µ=2 (constructed by Berlekamp, Van Lint and Sei
del [I]), and with parameters n=243, k= 110, ).=37, µ=60 (found by Delsarte [5]), 
respectively. We remark that both of these graphs can be constructed using the 
method of this section. Take q = 35, e = II and form P as described above. The 
graph r 11 turns out to be strongly regular ( of course this follows from properties 
of the ternary Golay code). The other graph is a union of five of the graphs ri. 
(This can be shown directly from properties of the Paley matrix of size 11.) 

One is tempted to try to generalize the first construction to G F (36) in order 
to construct a partial geometry with s=8, t=20, 0(=2. The lines of the geometry 
would be 9-cliques in the corresponding graph. Therefore we would need 21 sets 
pi K<91J inside GF (36), where K<91l is the multiplicative group of the subfield GF (32). 

The requirement on the chosen exponents j to guarantee a partial geometry is that 
any four of the pi span the field GF (36) as a vector space over GF (32). This means 
that we need a 3-arc in PG (2, 9). Since it has been shown by Cossu [3] that such an 
arc does not exist this approach cannot succeed. 

Remark 4. Some of the examples in this section show that the idea of Section 2 
sometimes works even if the requirements on e are relaxed. However, this is not 
true for the choice p=7, e=3, t= I, i.e. the assertion on p. 156 of [6] that one finds 
a strongly regular graph with parameters n=49, k=l6, ).=3, on the elements of 
GF (49), with adjacency of x and y iff x-y is a cube, is incorrect. In fact a strongly 
regular graph with these parameters does not exist. 

Acknowledgement. The authors thank H. W. Lenstra, Jr. for fruitful discussions on 
cyclotomy. 
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